Abstract. Dynamic spectrum access can effectively improve network frequency resource utilization in current wireless networks. However, for energy-efficient cognitive wireless access networks, traditional dynamic spectrum access technologies face new challenges. This paper proposes a new dynamic spectrum access approach to improve both frequency resource utilization and network energy efficiency. We model this problem as an optimal model. In such a case, network frequency resource sharing and energy efficiency are combined into the optimal process to solve our model. Based on theory analysis, we propose our dynamic spectrum access algorithm to build highly energy-efficient cognitive wireless networks. Finally, we conduct a large amount of tests to validate our approach. Simulation results show that the proposed approach is effective and feasible.
proposed to characterize the utilization problem of the channel. Secondly, we model network energy consumption overheads in cognitive wireless networks. We study the collision avoidance and sleeping scheme to improve network energy consumption. By appropriate sleeping mechanism, we further reduce network energy consumption. Thirdly, we propose the energy efficiency model to maximize network through and minimize network energy consumption. The utility function is used to perform the appropriate collision avoidance and sleeping. The corresponding optimal model is proposed to build the dynamic spectrum access in energy-efficient cognitive wireless networking. We propose a dynamic frequency access algorithm to solve the model. Finally, Simulation results show that the proposed approach is feasible.
Problem Statement
This paper assume that our cognitive networking scenario includes a pair of primary users (PU) and n pairs of secondary users (SU), where PUs have only two states: busy and idle. When PUs are busy, this denotes that the licensed channel is used. Generally, PUs' behaviors are independent in different time. Therefore, we use the exponential distribution to model the channel status as follows:
(1) According to Equation (1), we attain the bellow equation:
For the distribution model of the channel utilization in (1)-(2), assume that variable t denotes the time going away after PU changes from busy status to idle status. After the sensing of the SU lasts for the duration s t , the following idle probability of the PU can be attained if the PU is idle at time t : 
After the sensing of the SU lasts for the duration tr t , the idle probability of the PU is: 
where s and tr express the sensing and transmitting behavior of the SU respectively, s t is the time length of SU sensing, tr t stands for the time length of the SU transmission. Equations (3)-(4) model SUs' behaviors according to the channel status model in Equations (1)- (2) . Accordingly, we use Equations (3) and (4) to perform the sensing and transmitting process of SUs. In this paper, our goal is to not only maximize the network frequency utilization, but also minimize network energy consumption. To save the energy, we use the sleeping mechanism to reduce energy overhead when PU and SUs do not transmit data packets. In such a case, The PU has two statuses: sleeping and transmitting, while the SUs include three statuses: sensing, sleeping, and transmitting.
Next, we discuss network energy overhead model for the PU and SUs. 
Now, the channel status model has been discussed. PU's and SUs' energy consumption models have been proposed to characterize network energy overhead. In the following, we take the network energy efficiency as the objective function to build the dynamic spectrum access model for cognitive networks. Different form pervious methods, we consider the total energy overheads including PU's and SUs' energy consumption, and total delivered bit information. During the observed duration len t , our model is described as: Equation (16) model the dynamic spectrum access problem in energy-efficiency cognitive networks. However, it is very difficult to directly solve this model. We propose a heuristic algorithm to attain the optimal solver to the model. The detailed steps of our algorithm are as follows:
Step 1: Give PU's maximum transmitting power pu P , the maximum transmitting power Step 2: If SUs sense that the channel is idle, let 0 t = and attain the idle probability ( ) s p t of the channel according to Equation (3).
Step 3 Step 4: According to Equation (4), compute idle probability ( ) tr p t . Calculate maximum transmitting time length max tr t in terms of the probability ( ) tr p t .
Step 5: If PU has no data to transmit, let PU sleep for the time length , w pu sl l , and compute SUs start to transmit data packets in the transmitting window w,tr t . Or otherwise PU sends data packets and go back to Step 3.
Step 6: If SUs receive acknowledge information from receivers, then let Step 7: Let SUs awake after sleep t tr h , and use avoidance mechanisms to send data packets, let t tr t t h = + .
Step 8: If Step 10: SUs sense the channel. If PUs are busy, go back step 9. Or otherwise go back Step 2.
Simulation Results and Analysis
Now we perform a series of experiments to verify our approach for energy-efficient cognitive networking. We discuss the impact of parameters on network energy efficiency. At the same time, we also the impact of sensing time length, punishment factor, and collision factor on network energy efficiency performance. (1)-(4) on network energy efficiency. It is very interesting that when α becomes larger, the energy efficiency of cognitive networks gradually increases. This is led by the following case: The larger α is the larger network throughput. In such a case, network energy efficiency gets higher. We also find that the bigger sending window holds the higher energy efficiency. This is because the larger sending window can be used to send more data packets. Fig. 2 plots the impact of the sending time length on network energy efficiency. We see that that when the sensing time length becomes larger, the energy efficiency of cognitive networks gradually drops. This is led by the following case: The longer sensing time length is, the lower network throughput is and the larger network energy consumption. Likely, Fig. 2 shows that the bigger sending window holds the higher energy efficiency. This show our method is effective. Fig. 3 shows the impact of the punishment factor on network energy efficiency. It is obvious that when the punishment factor becomes large, the network energy efficiency decreases. This is because the larger punishment factor blocks SUs to transmit data packets. Accordingly, the network throughput gets low while the energy is still heavily consumed. Likely, Fig. 3 shows that the bigger Fig. 1 The impact of parameters on energy efficiency. Fig. 2 The impact of sensing time length on energy efficiency. sending window also holds the higher energy efficiency. This indicates that our method holds the better performance for different punishment factor. Fig. 4 plots the impact of the collision factor on network energy efficiency. We find that when the collision factor grows, the network energy efficiency increases. This is because the larger collision factor let SUs more successfully transmit data. This make network throughput get large. Likely, Fig. 4 shows that the bigger sending window also holds the higher energy efficiency. This indicates that our method is feasible. Fig. 3 and 4 further indicate that our method can attain better energy efficiency performance.
Conclusions
This paper proposes a new dynamic spectrum access approach for highly energy-efficient cognitive networking. We study the more practical dynamic spectrum access scenario with a pair of PUs and several pairs of SUs. The channel status model and network energy consumption models are proposed to characterize network energy overhead. The PU and SUs sleeping scheme and collision avoidance mechanism are introduced to improve energy efficiency. Simulation results show that the proposed approach is effective and feasible.
